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Aim of the activity

Analysis of the barriers companies faces when trying to 

sell their energy efficient solutions to public authorities

Different levels of potential barriers

The Supply Side Survey

Different levels of potential barriers

− Barriers specific for member states

− Barriers specific for sectors

− Barriers specific for different kinds of companies



Questionnaire (questions about the company, the ways 

the company sells its solutions to public 

authorities, experiences, recommendations)

11-14 companies that offer ee solutions per country 

The Supply Side Survey

11-14 companies that offer ee solutions per country 

(construction, lighting, transport, office machinery)

Results based on the following number of questionnaires:

Construction: 48 Lighting: 7

Transport: 6 Office Machinery: 10



Importance of EE still not high
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What kind of support is offered to companies?

Companies offer support
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Why are companies not successful with their ee solutions? 

EE solutions: more expensive
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Why are companies successful with ee solutions?

Companies have to convince
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What should public procurers make different? 

Necessary changes
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The barriers that companies face in the member states

and in the sectors doesn’t seem to be very different

Energy efficient solutions are more expensive at least in 

terms of investment

Current Results

terms of investment

The qualification of public procurers seems to be an 

important issue (or the lack of external expertise that is

included)
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